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1 Introduction

This manual describes the basic structure of code and some items needing special ex-
planation, other information can be found in automatically generated documentation
and as XAQ is open source in the actual source code.

XAQ applications are created as interfaces to algorithms contained in algo direc-
tory. qtx (Qt4 interface) and clx (command-line interface to registration) as main ap-
plications are described in the user manual. All other applications (tools) are single-
purpose, often providing access to one method from algo directory only.

Angiography enhancement and quantification methods themselves are not descri-
bed here, please refer to the text of the thesis.

2 Directory structure

CMake CMake find package macros (FFTW, Qwt).
algo Methods applied to angiographic sequences.
gdcm DICOM proprietary tags dictionary and a method to load it into GDCM.
itk ITK classes (filters, algorithms, etc.) that we lack in the original ITK and that

are not meant for inclusion in ITK.
qt Qt4 interface, the Qt4 part of qtx code.
qwt Qwt class to represent a curve with missing data.
tasks Simple code snippets that wait in thread queues, and that qtx uses to

interface with classes from algo directory.
test Tests along with data and post-processing.
tools Main files of all tools.
utils Configuration, StringTokenizer and CommandLineParser classes.
vxl vxl-specific definitions and alternative L-BFGS optimization implementation

from alg-lib.

3 Main classes

Next we describe several main classes and class hierarchy.
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3.1 SequenceData

SequenceData object is a holder of all image data contained in the given DICOM
sequence and of all meta-data connected to this sequences. Apart from the DICOM
contained data, it serves as a container to already computed matching frames, translati-
ons and non-rigid deformations. These are also saved to temporary directory if it has
been set. When opening a sequence, this directory is searched for precomputed data
and if it is present it is read into the SequenceData object.

SequenceData also provides implementation ready to use extent reading that is
to be implemented in GDCM

3.2 RoiData

RoiData is an analogy to SequenceData but instead of image data it holds just ROIs.
As in the case of SequenceData, all ROIs are saved into temporary directory and
restored when sequence is read next time. On disk ROIs are saved as ordinary bitmap
masks, however in memory they are stored as a mask and as a border representation
as well. Border representation is created from itk::Mesh class.

3.3 SequenceAlgorithm

Objects derived from SequenceAlgorithm all perform some computation on Sequence-
Data, and optionally on RoiData as well. Each SequenceAlgorithm must imple-
ment a method to compute itself and one or more methods to return results.

SequenceAlgorithms are saved in algo subdirectory.

4 Tools and clx

All tools are command line interfaces to some SequenceAlgorithm. Typical flow of
a simple tool is:

1. to parse the command line,

2. to initialize SequenceAlgorithm with given options,

3. let the SequenceAlgorithm compute its work,

4. collect the results and save them to file(s).

clx application is not different, it is a tool providing access to Translation-
RegistrationAlgorithm, BSplineRegistrationAlgorithm and FrameMatching-
Algorithm while saving their results to temporary directory.

All tools are saved in tools subdirectory.
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4.1 CommandLineParser

To simplify implementation of tools we encapsulated a GNU getopt implementation
of command line parser into a C++ class. CommandLineParser class is used to add
all options along with their types, adjoined variables and help strings and when it is
passed a command line string it fills values into these variables or yields an error. See
any tool for the usage.

5 QtX

The main three implementation parts of the Qt interface that are need explanation are
means handling default values, simultaneous execution and caching of computed data.
The first is governed by Configuration object, second by threads, and the last one
by user-controlled caches.

5.1 Configuration

Configuration is an object in the style of java bean. It holds all the values that can
be adjusted by a user in ConfigPanel and that change the behavior of algorithms.

To persist the changes made by user we save them to a config file /.xaq/qtx.cfg
in simple text format. The file is loaded on start-up.

Configuration is in utils subdirectory.

5.2 Tasks

Tasks are simple holder objects that define a work that can be accomplished by calling
some SequenceAlgorithm. These tasks are queued to several threads and processed
in a FIFO order. There are separate threads for thumbnails, ROI, frames and other com-
putation to limit blocking one type of computation by another. Each task contains its
copy of Configuration to define the requested values to be fed to SequenceAlgorithm.
Upon completion thread that dispatched the task emits a signal that informs the caller.

Tasks form a hierarchy where each must implement mainly method to compute
itself and to compare to other tasks. The second is used to maintain the queues as short
as possible, discarding tasks that evaluate to equal. If the queues are flooded with tasks
and application exits, all tasks are signalled to abort their work. So, a typical life of a
task is:

1. it is created by SequencePanel

2. added to a queue of a thread

3. when there is already equal task in the queue, this task is thrown away

4. task is fetched from the queue in working thread

5. taks is executed
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6. if the task was not aborted results are saved and signal is emitted

7. task is destroyed

Tasks are saved in task subdirectory.

5.3 Cache

There are two caches, one that handles image data, that is FrameCache, and one that
handles histogram data, that is HistogramCache. The two function analogously, so let’s
describe only FrameCache.

FrameCache is used by SequencePanel to prevent needless computation. Each time
before creating a task to compute a frame, SequencePanel asks FrameCache if the frame
is available already. If it is not, a task is queued onto the respective WorkerThread
queue. If the frame is ready, it is only . Frames are indexed and referred to in com-
munication with FrameCache by their hashes which are deterministically created from
current Configuration and task properties. For example, raw frame number ten has
a cache R10, other hashes are more complicated but the principle is the same.

In case of changing difference frame display time, color or grayscale, we clear the
FrameCache to limit the number of frames in cache. This is the only case when we
automatically clear the cache, otherwise it is left to user.

5.4 QPainterPath

Qt4.3 that is used in XAQ contains a bug that causes unpredictable results in calls to
QPainterPath.united() and QPainterPath.subtract(). We filed a bug report describing
this bug along with a test case nearly a year ago into Trolltech’s bugtracker. But as we
need to add and subtract ROIs while editing them and because apparently this bug is
not high on the Trolltech todo list, we decided to implement a workaround (QPain-
terPathWorkarounds.cxx). There, the two methods that manipulate QPath objects are
implemented by bitmap operations and radial-sweep filter to extract the area borders
back. Please, refer to the source code for more details.

6 Insight toolkit

Some changes were made to the original ITK, the respective patch is saved on the CD.
The main reason for these changes was minor patches up to now not propagated back
to trunk ITK, and changes of access and overload modifiers to enable inheritance from
ITK classes.

Two more remarks: first, take in mind we were not able to patch the endless loop
bug in the conjugate gradient optimizer, and second before implementing new ITK
filters, algorithms, transformations etc. check with the Insight Journal as it provides
some interesting source code. One good example is that we use enhanced morphology
code from an Insight Journal entry. This code implements VHGW algorithm to increase
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computation speed of morphology operations. Although, the decomposable approxi-
mation of a circle structuring element we use is not accurate we find the speed-up
significant enough to outweigh this.
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